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Bicycle & Pedestr ian Advisory Committee  
April 22, 2015 
 
CycleSac Update 
  
Issue: What is the status of the CycleSac Application? 
     
Recommendation: None, this item is for information only.  
 
Discussion:  The CycleSac mobile app is now available for both iPhone and Android phones. The app 
uses your phone's GPS to record your bike routes in real-time, and is based on the CycleAtlanta and 
CyclePhilly adaptations to the original CycleTracks app developed by San Francisco County 
Transportation Authority. The website http://cyclesac.org/ has direct links to download the apps, as well 
as information about how the app works and its purpose to strengthen regional planning efforts for biking. 
CycleSac is intended for use throughout the six-county region to collect aggregated, anonymous data to be 
uploaded to SACOG’s servers, offering planners and analysts data to better understand bicycle travel 
behavior in the region.  
 
Unique CycleSac Features 
Interactive Mapping and User Privacy 
Bike trips recorded with CycleSac are viewable through a publicly available interactive map—for privacy 
reasons, the first and last 150 feet of any trip are not shown on the publicly available interactive map. 
Trips can be viewed by the recorded trip purpose, the age of the cyclist, and many other factors. 
 
Trip Comfort 
After a CycleSac user records a bike trip, they are asked about their trip purpose (e.g. errands, commute, 
etc) and their trip comfort. “Trip comfort” is documented to gather more information about where people 
feel more comfortable riding their bike, and is unique to CycleSac. 
 
“Note This” 
In response to the Committee’s concern about “hot spots” on bike routes, CycleSac users can use the 
“Note This” function to document to record assets (positive features) and issues (negative features) at 
specific parts of the bike route. Notes recorded through this feature are not shared on the website at this 
time, but will be periodically sent to the appropriate jurisdiction as part of the data sharing planned for 
CycleSac information. Notes are geographically tagged to the location where a CycleSac user records 
them—at this time, there is not an option to record notes through CycleSac at a location other than where 
the asset or issue is located.  
 
May is Bike Month Syncing 
Based on feedback from the Committee and from transportation demand management stakeholders, staff 
pursued the option of having CycleSac integrate with www.mayisbikemonth.com and is pleased to share 
that bike trips recorded with CycleSac will be uploaded in the May is Bike Month (MIBM) website. To 
use this feature, CycleSac users must include the same email address in their CycleSac settings as they  
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have registered through the MIBM website. A CycleSac badge will be awarded on the MIBM site for 
using CycleSac to record bike month miles.   
 
           
Key Staff: Lacey Symons-Holtzen, Active Transportation Team Manager, (916) 340-6212 
   Victoria S. Cacciatore, Active Transportation Team Project Coordinator, (916) 340-6214 
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